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Falling Man is a magnificent, essential novel about the event that defines turn-of-the-century America. It
begins in the smoke and ash of the burning towers and tracks the aftermath of this global tremor in the

intimate lives of a few people.There is September 11 and then there are the days after, and finally the years.
Falling Man is a magnificent, essential novel about the event that defines turn-of-the-century America. It
begins in the smoke and ash of the burning towers and tracks the aftermath of this global tremor in the
intimate lives of a few people. First there is Keith, walking out of the rubble into a life that hed always
imagined belonged to everyone but him. Then Lianne, his estranged wife, memory-haunted, trying to
reconcile two versions of the same shadowy man. And their small son Justin, standing at the window,

scanning the sky for more planes. These are lives choreographed by loss, grief, and the enormous force of
history.

PigéTheatre Re. The Falling Man is Keith who falls apart in the catastrophe of the falling towers who
attempts to fall back into an old marriage and whose falling in love with Florence is disrupted by pain and
fear. After the New York Times ran the photo on page 7 the next day it was branded disturbing exploitative

and voyeuristic. Although attempts have been made to formally.

Falling Man

this was the man who would not submit to her need for probing intimacy overintimacy the urge to ask
examine delve draw things out trade secrets tell everything. Captured at 94115am the man falling from the
North Tower of the World Trade Centre is believed to have been trapped on one of the upper levels. Falling
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Man lyrics. From these intimate portraits Don DeLillo shifts to an extrapolated vision he charts the way the
events have reconfigured. Experiencing weightlessness. But that detachment doesnt last. The photograph was

taken at 94115 a.m. Falling Man is a magnificent essential novel about the event that defines
turnofthecentury America. Especially great photographs. It shows a man plummeting headfirst to the ground
having leapt from the burning towers. By invoking Drews notorious photograph DeLillo stages a forbidden

image just as Falling Man the character stages a forbidden image.
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